PLUGNGO

What is PlugNGo?
PlugNGO is the newest tool to help you drive faster,
smoother. It removes delays in the accelerator to help
you manoeuvre your car easily-even on difficult terrain!
PlugNGO alters the acceleration curve on electronic throttle
controlled vehicles. It digitally alters the shape of the curve
increasing throttle response and improving your overall
driving experience.
If you fit a PlugNGO then you’re guaranteed to discover the
real performance of your vehicle.
PlugNGO improves acceleration times whilst overtaking and
during hill starts. It’s safe and easy to use, just plug and go!

IMPROVING
Removes accelerator delay & improves throttle response

MODES
Sport, Sport + and Eco/Off-Road Modes

RESPONSE
Quicker response at low engine RPM

COMPATIBILITY
Compatible with most vehicle types

Why choose it?
IMMEDIATE RESULTS!
PROVEN & SAFE!
FASTER THROTTLE RESPONSE
PlugNGO has been developed to increase throttle response in modern
cars by removing delays in the accelerator to enhance driveability. It
also improves your safety by improving acceleration times while
overtaking and during hill starts.
INSTANT ACCELERATION

Throttle Boost! In modern vehicles, the accelerator cables have been
replaced by an electronic system that acts as a speed regulator.
However, this speed regulator also delays the vehicle response to the
pedal, effectively delaying acceleration.

PlugNGO shortens response time and lets you accelerate
faster, easier.

How does PlugNGO
work?
CURVE ADJUSTMENT

Choose from six levels to optimize the curve. You can increase the
curve through 3 levels and reduce it through 3 levels.
4 MODES

OFF
OFF mode for driving on very slippery road surfaces brought about by
ice, snow, or heavy rain.

Sport
In Sport mode, throttle response is increased by up to 16% and is
suitable for most situations.

Sport +
Perfect for merging quickly with road traffic or when overtaking is
required.

Eco/Off Road
ECO/Off Road mode is suitable for stop and go driving. It guarantees
improved response in the lower rpm range and is programmed to
achieve economical fuel consumption.

SHOP ONLINE AT hansenautomotivecentre.com/shop

